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PREFACE

The United States Commission on Civil Rights

The United States Commission on Civil Rights is an independent agency of

the Executive Branch of the Federal Government created by the Civil Rights

Act of 1957. By the terms of that Act , as amended by the Civil Rights

Acts of 1960 and 1964 , the Commission is charged with the following duties :

investigation of individual discriminatory denials of the right to vote ;

study of legal developments with respect to denials of the equal protection

of the law ; appraisal of the laws and policies of the United States with

respect to denials of equal protection of the law ; maintenance of a national

clearinghouse for information respecting denials of the equal protection

of the law ; and investigation of patterns or practices of fraud or discrim

ination in the conduct of Federal elections . The commission is alsɔ

required to submit reports to the President and the Congress at such times

as the Commission , the Congress , or the President shall deem desirable .

The State Advisory Committees

An Advisory Committee to the United States Commission on Civil Rights has

been established in each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia

pursuant to section 105 (c ) of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 as amended .

The Committees are made up of responsible persons who serve without com

pensation . Their functions under their mandate from the Commission are

to : advise the Comunission of all relevant information concerning their

respective States on matters within the jurisdiction of the Commission ;

advise the Commission upon matters of mutual concern in the preparation of

reports of the Commission to the President and the Congress ; receive reports ,

suggestions , and recommendations from individuals , public and private

organizations , and public officials upon matters pertinent to inquiries

conducted by the State Committee ; initiate and forward advice and recom

mendations to the Coinmission upon matters which the State Committee has

studied ; assist the Commission in matters in which the Commission shall

request the assistance of the State Committee ; and attend , as observers ,

any ɔpen hearing or conference which the Commission may höld within the

State .
>
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This Report of the Cleveland Subcommittee of the Ohio State Advisory

Committee to the Commission is the Subcommittee's summary of testimony

received by the Commission during its hearing in April . The recommendations

are based upon the Subcommittee's evaluation of the testimony and Commission

staff reports prior to the hearing . The Commission has not had occasion

to evaluate or act upon this Report of the Cleveland Subcommittee .
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Cleveland , Ohio

June 30 , 1966

The Honorable John A. Hannah

Chairman

United States Commission on Civil Rights

Washington , D.C. 20425

Dear Dr. Hannah :

We are pleased to submit this Report by the Cleveland

Subcommittee of the Ohio State Advisory Committee , which was

appointed by the Commission to function as a clearinghouse

for information developed at the Commission's hearing in

Cleveland April 1-7 , on the city's civil rights problems ,

The Committee thanks the Commission for the services of

Russell M. Jones , Field Coordinator of the Cleveland Project ,

and acknowledges his contributions to this Report ,

Sincerely ,

PAUL A. UNGER , Chairman

Cleveland Subcommittee of the

Ohio State Advisory Committee to the

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
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INTRODUCTION

In April 1966 , the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights conducted a

hearing on civil rights problems in Cleveland , Ohio .
A week of

dramatic testimony described instances of poverty and inequity endured

by those who live in the city's Negro ghetto.

At the conclusion of the hearing , the Commission appointed the

Cleveland Subcommittee to the Ohio State Advisory Committee to "provide

a continuing forum through which Federal, State and local officials and

representatives of private organizations and institutions may suggest

possible remedies and solutions tɔ civil rights problems affecting the

community .

This Report , a product of weeks of deliberation by the Cleveland

Subcommittee , presents suggestions which the Subcommittee members hope

will help provide that very vital first step toward a continuing

community forum dealing with the city's civil rights problems .

Report includes a summary of the 40 hours of testimony during the

hearing and the four months of investigation by the Commission staff

prior to the hearing . Also included in the Report are capsule

recommendations for community action to meet the problems of poverty

and to right the civil wrongs in Cleveland's Inner city .

Like the Commission hearing , this Report covers the areas of

Education , Housing , Employment , Police - Community Relations , Health ,

Welfare, and Municipal Services . The Report is not exhaustive por

is it meant to be .
While concentrating on the evidence and remedies

offered by witnesses at the hearing , this Report also reflects , in some

places , the independent efforts and views of members of the Cleveland

Subcommittee .



The members of the Subcommittee arrived at a consensus on the

recommendations . It would be unfair , however , to hold each individual

member of the Subcommittee accountable for every word in this Report .

Although members of the Subcommittee have numerous organizational

connections, they acted independently here as individual citizens of

Cleveland who are concerned with improving conditions in Ohio's largest

city . The Subcommittee members did not assume that the organizations

with which they are affiliated would support their positions in this

Report , nor did they seek approval of their individual views .

The recommendations in this Report call for ACTION in Washington ...

in Columbus ... in Cuyahoga County ... and, particularly , in Cleveland .

This Report calls for action by public officials at all levels of govern

ment ... action by voluntary agencies, civic groups , neighborhood organi

zations , and by private citizens .
The Subcommittee recognizes that only

sincere citizen concern and commitment to solving the problems highlighted

by the Commission hearing will move the various levels of officialdom

and the various hierarchies of private organizations to action against

the problems which plague this community .

MOIEY is the common theme of many of the recommendations in this

Report . Public funds, existing tax monies , are not adequate today to

pay for the services needed to keep citizens in health and decency .

Additional monies must be raised to finance these services .
The

Cleveland Subcommittee feels that for years the Ohio State Government

has been run "on the cheap" . For years local government has been

making do with outmoded wornout facilities , without scheduled replace

ment , without even regular maintenance . For a long time segments of

this community have been without adequate public services and amenities ,

and lagging in the enforcement of the rules for responsible behavior

in society .
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Out of long - time habit , public officials have not sought adequate

finances to provide the city with the necessary services and facilities .

State laws and local ordinances and administrative regulations at every

level have built a vise around minimal response to peoples ' needs . Yet,

Cleveland is rich in resources and it prides itself on its dedication to

human and social progress .

The Cleveland Subcommittee believes that the recommendations in

this Report comprise a feasible program . Members of the Subcommittee

are convinced that this program requires urgent action . Cleveland may

pay a high price if it fails to rise to the challenge to meet and solve

its problems of poverty , indifference, and neglect .

It is apparent to the Subcommittee that the Commission hearing has

already served a salutary purpose . Many responsible officials and

concerned citizens' groups have undertaken self - evaluations of their

obligations and extended their activities . Following are examples of

constructive things that have occurred in Cleveland since the Commission

hearing .

Mayor Ralph Locher promised the U. S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development that he would initiate a 15 - point program

including stepped - up code enforcement and improved rubbish and garbage

collection and police protection to speed up the University Euclid

Urban Renewal Project . The Mayor also proposed a complete reorganization

of the city Department of Urban Renewal which will be known as the

Department of Community Development .

The Cleveland Metropolitan Housing Authority announced the

construction of 277 single homes for large families , the first

such project in the Nation . Construction of the homes in the

3



Lee - Seville area is scheduled to begin early next year .

The Cleveland Metropolitan Housing Authority announced it will

no longer assign college students to public housing units in prefer

ence to low - income families as disclosed during the hearing .

The Cleveland Little Hoover Commission has retained a consulting

Pirm to make an administrative survey of the City Police Department.

Mayor Locher sent the Deputy Safety Director to a human relations in

stitute sponsored by the International Association of Police Chiefs .

The Board of Education appointed the first Negro to serve as an

assistant superintendent of schools and the first Negro principal of a

West Side school.

The Cleveland Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers

is studying the staff distribution ( by area and position ) in private

welfare agencies to ascertain if the agencies practice discrimination

in employment. Citizens United for Adequate Welfare is spearheading

a statewide effort to petition the Governor and General Assembly

for & more adequate State welfare program . Several community groups

have announced their support for increased State contributions to

Aid to Dependent Children grants .

The Police Community Committee of the Hough Campunity Council

is working with the Police Department to develop a program to

foster better understanding between palice authority and citizens

of that area .

4



The Cleveland Branch of the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People presented to the Cleveland Board of EduBetin

& plan for positive action regarding the integration of teaching staff

and student bodies .
To emphasize its demands, the NAACP , joined by the

Executive Committee of the Emergency Committee of clergymen for Civil

Rights , picketed the Board of Education meeting on June 14.

In a forme.. resolution , the Cleveland AFI - CIO has committed itself

to a program which includes : reactivation of its Civil Rights Committee ;

working with building trades unions to increase the number of Negro

journeymen and apprentices ; cooperation with all community agencies

working for the improvement of employment opportunities for members of

minority groups ; and making job placement of individuals with special

occupational training a part of contract negotiations .

A representative of the Department of Defense announced that

Cleveland has been designated a "target city" where efforts will be

made to get unions to comply with Federal nondiscriminatory laws and

regulations . The Defense Department representative warned that

contractors faced a possible loss of government contracts if the

building and construction trades did not admit Negroes to membership .

On May 5 , the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training began an investiga

tion of admittance procedures to union apprenticeship programs . The

Cleveland Community Relations Board appointed committees to investigate

the hiring practices of bidders for city contracts and the hiring

practices of city departments. The Community Relations Board also

asked the Plumbers , Pipe Fitters , Electrical Workers , Sheet Metal

Workers, and Iron Workers Unions to organize a pre - apprenticeship

5



program that would prepare Negro youth for examinations for admission

to the various apprenticeship programs .
The Cleveland Law Department

was asked by the Community Relations Board to review the membership

admission policies of unions for possible violations of Federal, State

and city fair employment laws.

The Negro American Labor Council of Cleveland has been awarded a

Federal Grant for development of a curriculum to upgrade skills of

educationally disadvantaged persons .

Cleveland is one of 10 cities given grants by the Office of

Economic Opportunity to employ some 300 youths to work on various

recreation programs this summer .

The International Union of Electrical Workers has initiated &

door - to - door campaign in Cleveland's poverty neighborhoods to find the

hard - core unemployed and under - employed and offer them on - the - job

training in electrical manufacturing plants . The project is part of

a national program undertaken by the International Union under the

Manpower Development and Training Act . Cleveland is one of 12 cities

participating in the program .

A series of employment interviews for graduating seniors was

conducted by the Cleveland Board of Education and Businessmen's

Interracial Carmmittee at three Inner City high schools East ,

East Tech, and Glenville . There were an estimated 600 interviews .

Approximately 100 of those interviewed were offered jobs on the spot ;

and at least 200 were asked to take further tests in one or more of the

15 campanies participating in the project .
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The Cleveland Welfare Federation is working with the City Department

of Health and Welfare on a number of proposals to up - grade health services .

The City Health Department has begun an enforcement program to

correct general unsanitary conditions in food markets . Another part of

this enforcement program is directed at landlords who maintain

unsanitary yards. When the property owners fail to obey city orders to

clean up their properties, the city cleans the property and bills the

property owner for the service .

The Welfare Federation of Cleveland has assigned a member of its

staff to assist the Department of Health and Welfare draft a proposal

for a rodent control program .

The Ministry to Poverty of the Metropolitan Affairs Commission of

the Cleveland Council of Churches is discussing with city officials the

necessity for improvement of municipal services such as street cleaning ,

garbage and rubbish collection , street lighting , and playground facilities

in the poorer neighborhoods of the city .

The Cleveland Urban League is beginning a three - year program of

counseling and service to increase equal opportunity in housing for

Negroes . The Fair Housing Council is working with the Urban League to

increase residential integration in the suburbs and to encourage greater

compliance with the Ohio Fair Housing Law . More than 40 neighborhood

groups are affiliated with the Fair Housing Council .

Cleveland has been selected as one of 12 cities to receive rent

subsidy grants from the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

These funds have been made available for use in the Hough area to

HOPE , Inc. (House Our People Economically ) . The Painters and Decorators
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Institute has pledged its assistance to a church program of home

rehabilitation in the lower Hough area .

Wellare mothers marched to Columbus , June 20-30 , to dramatize the

need for increased state welfare contributions . Citizens United for

Adequate Welfare is spearheading a state -wide effort to petition the

Governor and the General Assembly for a more adequate welfare program .

Several community groups , including the Welfare Federation ,

AFL - CIO , and the Council of Churches , have gone on record as support

ing goals of the Mother's Welfare March for increased state contributions

to ADC grants .

Many of the events cited here are just beginnings .
Whether these

surveys , plans, promises, announcements , inquiries and preparations

actually lead to social change will depend upon continued citizen

concern and demand . For this reason , the Subcommittee considers that

its recommendations, in most cases specifically addressed to various

public officials , are , in fact , directed to the attention of citizens

and to the organizations they have formed for the purposes of civic

betterment .

Thus, this Report is dedicated to intensified action by the Congress

on Racial Equality and the Businessmen's Interracial Committee, by the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the

Area Councils Association, by PACE and HOPE , by the Junior league and

the Urban League , by the Council of Churches and the Chamber of Commerce ,

by the Academy of Medicine and the Board of Realtors , by the American

Federation of Labor - CIO and the Jewish Community Federation , by the

Democratic Party and the Republican Party ; by the Catholic Diocese and

the Real Estate Board , by Associated Industries and the Bar Associations ,

by the American Civil Liberties Union and the League of Women Vɔters ,
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by the Americans for Democratic Action and the Apartment and Home

Owners Association , by the Parent Teacher Association and the Welfare

Federation , and by many , many more .

Will these community organizations meet the challenge to improve

life in Cleveland's central city ? Will these organized bodies of

Cleveland citizens devote their abilities and energies to the priority

task of providing citizens with equality of opportunity in jobs,

schools, housing and the other good things of life without discrimination

based on color ?

The Cleveland Subcommittee of the Ohio State Advisory Committee

to the U. S , Coumission on Civil Rights offers this Report to aid

them in their tasks .

9



EDUCATION

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

Ninety -one point five percent of Cleveland's public school pupils

attend schools that are 80 percent or more white or 80 percent or

more Negro .

The continuing support of the " neighborhood school attendance

policy " by the Cleveland Board of Education results in increasing

segregation in many areas as white families continue to move out

of the city at a reported rate of 60 families a day .

Although most of the Negro teachers in the Cleveland Public Schools

are teaching in predominantly Negro schools , there have been some

attempts to integrate faculties . Forty - four Negro teachers are

assigned to schools on the West Side . The majority of them have

been there since 1964 .

Approximately 80 percent of the children attending major work and

enrichment classes are in classes 95 to 100 percent Negro or white .

Only 28 percent of the 485 children enrolled are Negro .

Students in predominantly Negro schools show lower levels of

achievement than students in predominantly white schools , although

both groups enter first grade with approximately the same readiness

for school work .

In many areas of the Inner City there is alienation between parents

and the schools .

2
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During the 1964-65 school year , in high schools with an 80-100

percent white enrollment , the dropout rate was 6.5 percent ; in

high schools with an 80-100 percent Negro enrollment, the dropout

rate was 14.6 percent .

Inadequate financing is a mejor obstacle to quality education

in Central City schools . Cleveland ranks 25th among the 32

separate school districts in Cuya.hoga County in per pupil expend

itures . Ohio ranks 30th among the State governments in per pupil

expenditure for education .

The Cleveland school system recently adopted several programs

many of them funded under Titles I and II of the Education Act

of 1965
designed to improve the quality of education in city

schools . Although it appears that the climate for intergroup

education has improved and there is a growing desire to grapple

with the problems of segregation , the Cleveland school system

does not seem to have a clearly enunciated policy relating to

integration of its schools .

Many suburban schools with no Negro students have not taken any

steps to integrate their faculties , include intercultural educa

tion in their curricula , or to give their students experiences in

intergroup relations .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The following recommendations are based on the premise that the

aim of the school system should be to provide a quality education in

all schools .
It is evident that there can be no quality education

UNIVERSITY 68

ILLINOIS LIORAT
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for modern democratic living unless it is integrated in the suburbs

and the city.

This first group of recommendations represents what may be considered

a minimum program for all school districts, whether or not they have

Negro students . Promotion of this program is an appropriate responsi

bility for Plan for Action by Citizens in Education (PACE ), and -- in

connection with many of the recommendations the Education Departments

of the Universities and the Cuyahoga County Superintendents ' Association .

Adoption of a clear , unambiguous human relations policy statement

by Boards of Education and Administrations that they will actively

seek to overcome de facto segregation and will set the tone for

creative human relations efforts by their staffs and their communities .

Employment of Negro teachers, starting with adoption of a policy

of " fair hiring" and then proceeding to active recruitment of

qualified Negro teachers .

Designation of a member of the supervisory staff as a Human Relations

Coordinator, who will have as the total or substantial part of his

assignment the development of a comprehensive human relations

program .

Enrichment of the entire curriculum from the standpoint of human

relations . Negro faces as well as white faces showd appear in

reading texts . The role of Negroes in history should be taught

in depth and the problems of racial prejudice and discrimination

should be forthrightly confronted .
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Introduction of extra -curricular activities , particularly in school

systems that have no Negro constituency , including assembly pro

grams , exchange visits , use of consultants and other programs aimed

at providing continuing face-to-face experiences across racial lines .

Flexible , innovative use of summer sessions , which do not have

legal school districting restrictions , for experiments similar

to those already undertaken by the Cleveland Heights -University

Heights System which opened its summer sessions and provided

scholarships to students from the Central City .

Introduction of extensive and imaginative in - service training of

teachers , associated with professional credits and follow - up class

room projects , which demonstrates in practice the dedication of

the school system to the objectives of human relations ,

Registration of students from the Central City in suburban systems ,

using Federal funds for tuition and transportation , as METCO is

now doing in Boston .

Establishment of schools on a county -wide basis , providing a full

range of specialized services that cannot be fully satisfied

within any one school district .

This second group of recommendations has special applicability to

the schools in the Central City and those few suburbs with increasing

proportions of Negro students .

Substantial changes are needed in the formula governing the State

foundation program to make increased sums available to the Central

City .
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Local communities must also recognize the necessity of providing

more funds for schools in order to obtain the quality of integrated

education they are demanding .
We urge citizen support for proposals

for more equitable and more generous financing of the city school

system .

The School Board and administration should review with an open

mind , and adopt in such situations in the city where they show

some promise of proving effective , the various techniques that

have been proposed from time to time , both in Cleveland and elsewhere ,

to overcome racial imbalance . In our judgment all have been shown

to have merit in particular communities and particular situations ,

but none is a panacea in itself . They include :

# Consideration of " The Princeton Plan , " combining

two first to sixth grade segregated white and Negro

schools in adjacent areas to form two integrated schools --

one for grades one to three and the other for grades four

to six .

# Redraw school district lines to provide maximum

integration.

# Choose sites for new buildings that will insure maximum

integration .

# Study the feasibility of bussing , which may be of

questionable value at the elementary level but may have

much to offer at the junior and senior high school levels

14



with the development of procedures for students to

enroll in any junior or senior high school in the

district .

Establishment of centrally located all- community schools , in

cluding a central high school in connection with Cleveland

State University , all -city vocational schools , and a school

of the arts .

Accelerate construction of and increase the number of supplementary

education centers . We commend Cleveland's School Superintendent

for the development of this new education technique ,

Integration of major work classes and greater participation of

pupils from the low income areas , though relocation of centers ,

provision of transportation , and expansion of summer testing of

recommended children.

Revision of teacher training in universities . The School

Superintendent is to be commended for his negotiations with

college officials seeking to put more emphasis on training and

orientation of teachers to work in the Inner City .

Development of a comprehensive program in the Department of

Human Relations to include :

# Additional staff human relations experts ,

# Establishment of an adviscry connittce of parenis , teachers ,

administrators , and young people .

15



#
Expanded in - service training for administrative

personnel as well as teachers .

#
Required programs in every school involving continued

exposure to persons of different racial groups and curriculum

content to show the contributions of minority groups .

# . Development of creative human relations extra - curricular

activities for parents and children of different races using

all available resources such as school community centers ,

camps , and joint summer schools .

The Board of Education could fruitfully explore means of increasing

participation by pupils , parents, and teachers in school administra

tion and operation , such as parent-teacher and youth advisory

councils to school administration at the local and supervisory

levels , increased focus on the teacher - pupil relationship , and

similar efforts that tell those attending " disadvantaged "

schools :
" You are important to us " .

The Board of Education should appoint a citizens housing committec

before the submission of any bond issue . The committee should be

instructed to study present and projected school building needs

with an eye to the best possible program for developing maximum

quality education including integration.
It should be staffed by

a team of consultants capable of assisting the committee in re

viewing building placement , consolidated school facilities , an

any other techniques employed in other communities to achieve

maximum integration ,

16



Assign new teachers hired for the school year 1966-67 enj

thereafter to schools in such a way as to achieve menimum

faculty lategration in every school . l !egroes should be promoted

to administrative posts on the basis of merit without discrimination ,
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HOUSING

SUITARY OF EVIDENCE

An inadequate supply of low - income housing is one of the major

social problems of Cleveland as it is of the Nation . As a Nation ,

we have yet to develop an effective remedy to the problem . Cleveland

has done a poorer job than other major cities .

Housing in Cleveland is segregated . Hinety-five percent of the

Hegroes in the letropolitan area live in Cleveland , almost all on

the East Side . of these , 85 percent live in Census tracts with at

least a 70 percent Negro population and 50 percent live in tracts

with a 95 percent legro population,

Federal urban renewal programs have decreased the amount of housing

available to low - income ilegroes and increased overcrowding in Negro

ghettos ,

There is an acute shortage of low - income housing in Cleveland ,

particularly for Negroes with large families .

Urban Renewal in University -Euclid has made housing conditions

worse ,

As a matter of city government policy , there has been a lack of

housing code enforcement in Urban Renewal areas in particular ,

and in the Inner City in general ,

The Regional Office of Urban Renewal admitted to being unaware of

Cleveland's failures in its Urban Renewal programs
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The Cleveland lietropolitan Housing Authority has tacitly practiced

discrimination ( four projects , each with 99 per cent . Negro

occupancy , contain 82 percent of ilegro families in public housing) .

Negroes wait longer for admission to housing units , CMHA dominates

and discourages resident organization ,

In income brackets under $ 10,000 , Negroes pay higher rents for

equivalent housing than whites , and a larger percentage of Negroes

live in substandard or overcrowded units than whites in the same

income range .

Discriminatory practices exist on a wide scale in housing and real

estate .

There are large numbers of Inner City residents who have a negative

attitude toward all promises of better housing plans because of

failures of past progrcos .

The financial community has made progress in adopting a nondiscrim

inatory mortgage financing policy . All the commercial banks and

some savings and loan associations have issued public statements

enunciating a policy of nondiscrimination in mortgage loans .

Staff Reports document that the complex of local government units ,

school districts , zoning laws , tax rates , freeways , and industrial

development patterns tend to concentrate the poor in the Inner City .

This calls for massive expenditures , by the city and suburbs , to

meet housing and other needs .

The suburbs , which benefit from the services of the Central City ,

have not accepted responsibiltty for providing low - income housing .
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Twenty to twenty - five percent of the work force in the large plants

on the West Side are Negroes, but they do not have equal access to

housing on the West Side .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

PUBLIC HOUSING

The Public Housing Administration should make an immediate

review of the operation of the Cleveland Metropolitan Housing

Authority , including the discriminatory quota policy for

admission and placement in projects , student placement in

projects in apparent violation of the residence requirement ;

the domination and discouragement of residents ' organizations

by CMHA ; and the lack of basic maintenance in certain housing

projects ,

# The supply and types of public housing need to be greatly

expanded . CMHA should build small low - density developments on

scattered sites .

* CMHA should seek approval for construction of public housing in

the suburbs .

# CMHA should be commended for providing single unit low - income

rental housing for large families, as evidenced by its

announcement of the Seville Project . At the same time, we urge

CMHA to make all future projects integrated and to encourage

construction in areas which will not further extend the Negro

ghetto .

URBAN RENEWAL

# We note as an encouraging sign that the Secretary of Housing

and Urban Development sent a task force into Cleveland recently
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to help reorganize the Urban Renewal Program , and again call

for follow - up action which will result in a more effective

and expedited urban renewal program .

We support a stronger regional structure for Housing and Urban

Development to maintain a closer surveillance over Cleveland's

fulfillment of its obligations under the laws and regulations

which control urban renewal . We recommend that the Federal

Government withhold or withdraw funds for local projects as a

means of ensuring contract commitments made by the city.

We urge the Department of Housing and Urban Development to

ensure that Cleveland's Workable Program for urban renewal be

enforced .
This Program includes participation in planning by

residents of the area , relocation of displaced persons into

sound housing , provision of new housing for those to be displaced

by demolition programs , coordination of city departments to

provide adequate municipal services in urban renewal and reloca

tion areas , and fair and speedy procedures for acquiring property

in urban renewal areas .

Code Enforcement in Phase I of the University-Euclid Urban Renewal

Project and the Inner City in general should be accelerated .

# Federal funds for inspectors should be sought .

# The City Housing Department , The Urban Renewal Department ,

the Board of Building Standards , the Board of Zoning Appeals ,

the City Law Department , and the Courts must accept responsi

bility for setting up fines large enough so that code

violations cease to be profitable .
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# Creation of housing courts to deal only with housing

cases , ( either by appointment by the Chief Justice of

the Municipal Court or by specific legislation ) for

strict enforcement of the code .

# The city of Cleveland should itself repair housing

properties to bring them up to Code standards and

charge costs to the property owners .

University Circle Institutions have a responsibility for

contributing their expertise and influence to the development

of the Hough Section of the University - Euclid Urban Renewal

Project . They might participate, for example , in creation of

a model demonstration community which would include residents

of both races and a wide range of incomes .

The city of Cleveland should adopt a Community Renewal Plan , so

that efforts at urban renewal and rehabilitation are carried on

in a unified , rational manner and not on a piece -meal basis .

Communication should be established between residents of the

areas and the Urban Renewal staff for all Urban Renewal pro

jects , starting with the early planning stages .

GENERAL

A Citizens Housing Organization for Greater Cleveland should

be established . Such an organization should review the over

all housing problems in the community ; articulate social and

physical goals for housing and urban renewal in Greater Cleve

land ; and stand as a watch dog organization to encourage public
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and private agencies to work toward those goals .

The Cleveland Real Estate Board and the Board of Realtists

should provide leadership in working for good housing for all

people , an open housing market , and an understanding of the

importance of nondiscrimination within the community .

Unions and management should initiate programs to provide non

discriminatory housing opportunities for all employees in the

neighborhoods adjacent to their places of work .

" 701 Planning Project guidelines " should be revised so that

plans issuing from the grants be required to include provision

for housing for low - income families .

The Federal Government should give financial assistance to the

poor who are not veterans so that they can purchase their own

housing under standards similar to those provided in the GI Bill .

State officials and Cuyahoga County members of the General

Assembly should take action to extend the coverage of the Fair

Housing law to owner -occupied single unit dwellings , to give the

Ohio Civil Rights Commission injunctive powers, and to provide

increased staff to enforce the Ohio Fair Housing Law .

We support the efforts of the Fair Housing Council to accelerate

housing integration in the suburbs .

FHA and local financial institutions should become more active

in providing loans for rehabilitation of houses .
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We commend those churches and other non - profit groups which have

made a start on building and rehabilitating housing units in

the Central City, and we urge wide - scale expansion of such

programs to house large numbers of low - income families ,

especially residents of renewal areas .
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ETPLOYENT

SUIMARY OF EVIDENCE

There are only 17 Negroes among 1,038 apprentices in 22 building

trade unione . There are only 4,975 Negroes among 38,631 journeymen

members in the same unions .

The membership of several unions which work on Federal construction

projects contain virtually no Negroes . The building trade unions

have achieved little or no compliance with Federal laws requiring

equal employment opportunity .

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training , U.S. Department of Labor ,

has failed to meet its responsibility for insuring nondiscrimination

in federally registered apprenticeship and training programs .

In 1964, Negroes employed by companies holding Federal contracts

were only 8.7 percent of the total work force ( 12.6 percent of

blue collar and 2.3 percent of white collar ) . Fair employment

compliance procedures could be strengthened .

Although there are 2,961 nonwhites (28.6 percent ) among the

approximately 10,000 persone employed by the city of Cleveland ,

nearly one - half (1,454 ) of the Negroes work as laborers for the

Division of Streets in the Department of Public Service .

Cuyahöga County employs approximately 9,000 persone of whom

31 percent (2,886 ) are Negroes. Seventy - three percent (2,111 ) of

the Negroes employed by the County work in three departments ,

Welfare, Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital , and Highland

View Hospital .
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The State of Ohio employs approximately 5,000 persons in Cleveland ;

of these , 32.2 percent ( 1,336 ) are liegroes .

Approximately 67 percent of the liegroes employed by the Federal

Government under the Federal Classification Act are in the lowest

salaried grades , GS- 1 through GS-4 , while the majority of white

employees in the same category are in grades GS- 5 through GS- 11 .

The number of Negroes covered by the Classification Act falls off

sharply in grades GS- 6 through GS- 14 and there are no Negroes in

the highest grades , GS- 15 through GS- 17 . This does not include

Vage Board or Postal Field Service employees ,

Some individuals and private employment agencies engage in discrim

inatory practices , e.g. using newspaper ads reading "West Side

resident preferred , " which is , in effect to say , " hites only

need apply . "

School vocational programs and counseling do not serve as a vehicle

for recruiting minority groups into union-construction industry

apprenticeship programs ,

ilegroes constitute 17 percent of the labor force in Cleveland , but

38 percent of the population . According to 1960 Census , median

Ilegro family income in the Cleveland Standard iletropolitan

Statistical Area was $4,768 while for white families , it was

$ 7,288 .

The unemployment rate for nonwhites was 8.9 percent as compared

to 2.4 percent among whites in Clevelend , yet there are acute

manpower shortages in at least 50 key occupations , many of which

call for clerical , sales , service, and semi-skilled workers.
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Figures from the U.S. Census Bureau show that in April 1965

the employment rate for nonwhite males , ages 14 to 24 , in four

social planning areas of the Central City ranged from 22.5 percent

to 37.7 percent . In the same areas , the unemployment rate for

nonwhite females in the same age bracket ranged from 26.1 percent

to 50.2 percent .

Racial differentials were found in the frequency of placement of

MDTA institutional graduates . Trainees often were not placed in

jobs after they completed their training courses .
OSES denied

responsibility for supervising the adequacy of training in TDTA

programs .

RECOLIENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The Cleveland AFL - CIO should seek placement of Negroes on construc

tion jobs consistent with nondiscriminatory job security provisions

in labor agreements . This would be consistent with the commendable

statement of civil rights policy recently adopted by the local

AFL - CIO and a priority task for its long - dormant Civil Rights

Committee .

The concerned International Unions should send representatives to

Cleveland to obtain immediate cooperation and /or compliance of the

subordinate local unions with labor's civil rights policy .

United States Department of Labor should send in Equal Employment

Opportunity Compliance Officers to investigate the extent of

compliance ,

We commend the Ohio State Civil Rights Commission for investigation

of discriminatory provisions of the Cleveland Plumbing Apprenticeship
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program on acceptance of applicants for apprenticeship training .

This investigation , however , should also include discriminatory

practices in referrals by the Union - Industry Apprenticeship Council

for apprenticeship employment. The Ohio Commission should also

investigate all building and construction trade apprenticeship and

hiring practices .

The United States Department of Labor should compel the Bureau of

Apprenticeship Training staff in Cleveland to enforce regulations

and laws on nondiscrimination in apprenticeship training . The

Labor Department should also inquire into possible discriminatory

job referrals by the Ohio State Employment Service ,

He commend the Office of the liayor for its study of the employment

of legroes in the city government of Cleveland, The survey was

requested by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights . City Department

heads should follow up with in - service training and promotion of

legroes on all levels of city employment ,

Te commend the Internal Revenue Service for its efforts in einploy

ment and upgrading of minorities . The U.S. Civil Service Commission's

programs for recruiting at the entrance levels of GS-5 and GS- 7 and

for upgrading Hegroes in Federal agencies should be strengthened .

Cleveland Metropolitan Area schools should revise their vocational

educational programs so as to lead to employment in union - industry

apprenticeship programs .

The Department of Labor , and Health , Education , and telfare should

make the MDTA training programs an effective tool for placing
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Hegroes in jobs ; should set the responsibilities of schools and

OSES respectively ; and should provide for continuing surveillance

to ensure coordination from selection through training to job

placement ,

School vocational educational programs should be revised so as to

contribute to greater employment of minority youth in Cleveland

businesses and industry .

We urge the Businessmen's Interracial Committee to develop and

implement a plan for industry and labor unions ( through its

referral procedures and /or hiring halls) , to tie together WDTA

institutional and on - the- job training with a program of job

development and placement ,

Associated Industries , the Occupational Planning Committee of the

Helfare Federation , in cooperation with industry , labor , government ,

and other groups , must develop even more programs to offer employ

ment to flegroes and other persons with low - level skills and poor

educations ,
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POLICE - COMMUNITY RELATIONS

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

Police have lost the respect of Negro residents in the Inner City

who believe that police are discourteous and sometimes brutal ,

permit prostitution and gambling to flourish , and discriminate in

their treatment of white and Negro citizens .

Persons often are arrested without a warrant , without probable

cause , and without an offense being committed in the presence of the

police officer, and are detained for as long as 72 hours under a

nonexistent charge known as " investigation " which makes them

ineligible for bond .

Unlawfully detained persons are not charged with a violation of

law , but , before being released, are told to sign a waiver .
This

waiver is a police department form on which the signer admits to

charge, usually that of being a " Suspicious Person , " and waives

his rights to sue the city for unlawful arrest and detention .

The Commission questioned the constitutionality of the language in

the waiver and the "Suspicious Person" City Ordinance .

Many persons arrested are denied the right to make a telephone

call to an attorney or family forthwith in accordance with State

law .

Citizen complaints are handled by the district commanders of the

officers against winom the complaints are filed .
There is no central

complaint system ; no policy that complaints be funneled to the
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Chief of Police ; and no written or publicized procedure for

review of complaints .

llegro police personnel are assigned to predominantly llegro areas .

There are only 133 ilegroes on a force of 2,021 ; the highest

ranking Negroes are two sergeants .

The Cleveland Police Department does not have enough policemen

to meet its responsibilities , It has been unable to recruit a

sufficient number of men to fill ever available openings because

the pay scale is not high enough and conditions are not attractive .

Efforts to recruit Negro policemen have been largely unsuccessful ,

partly because of the low regard Negroes have for the Police

Department .

RECOILENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights should immediately make

available to the Mayor information highlighting the inherent

dangers in allowing poor police - community relations to continue

to exist in the Negro ghetto , Permanent improvement in police

community relations can only come with the adoption of a positive

attitude by the liayor , Safety Director , and top police officials .

The Chief of Police should immediately communicate to all police person

r.el the content of the..Chio Revised Coce Sccticn 2535.20 , and require

strict compliance with its provisions , including the penalty

clause which provides for a fine and / or imprisonment of any officer

who prevents compliance with this statute .

IT Ohio Revised Code Section 2935.20 provides that after the arrest ,

detention , or other taking into custody of a person , with or without

a warrant , such person shall be permitted forthwith facilities to

communicate with an attorney or any other person .
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Test cases should be initiated immediately to ascertain the

constitutionality of (a ) detentions under present Police Department

practices ; (b ) the "vaiver" forn, and (c ) the " Suspicious Person "

ordinance .
The Sar Associations , Legal Aid Society , Civil Liberties

Union , and other legal groups should continue their efforts to

initiate these cases .

The city of Cleveland should employ an expert consultant to conduct

an in - depth study of the Cleveland Police Department , including

personnel training and promotion ; recruitment ; assignment of duties

among specialties and geographic areas ; supervision and discipline .

te recommend that the layor appoint a Negro as an Assistant Safety

Director in the line of command .

The Mayor should appoint a Citizens Advisory Committee to function

in conjunction with the Director of Public Safety . Such a committee

should be given broad powers to advise in such areas as recruiting ,

human relations training , developing neighborhood police - community

committees, and reviewing citizen complaints against police , The

Area Councils Association should commit itself to promoting forma

tion of both citywide and neighborhood committees ,

The liayor should direct the Chief of Police to utilize Hegro police

personnel in all phases of police work in all sections of the city .

There should be a concerted effort to increase the number of llegro

personnel in the Police Department and promote them into higher

ranks .
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The community must recognize its responsibility to raise funds to

hire more policemen and to increase salaries , Business and civic

organizations , under the leadership of the Citizens League , should

formulate ways and means of acquiring additional funds for the

Police Department .

An application should be made for a grant from the Department of

Justice for training and education of police officers , but only

after a thorough review of present practices and procedures in the

Police Department .

Selection procedures for police recruits should screen out any

members of groups dedicated to segregation and discrimination .

Cooperative action by citizens and by police is required to main

tain human dignity in an atmosphere of law and order . Citizens ,

too , are concerned with suppression of crime and must act in such

a way as to engender respect and stimulate the citizen assistance

they need .

Policemen of all ranks , not only recruits , should receive

intensive and continuous training in Human Relations .

The Bar Associations of Greater Cleveland should provide leadership

in developing and maintaining a quality system for the administration

of justice which should include the vital police function of pro

tecting persons and property .

We commend the establishment of the Neighborhood Law Offices by

the Legal Aid Society and recommend further increase of legal

services available to the poor by every available technique ,
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The Businessments Interracial Committee should commit itself to

obtaining a competent professional Police Department for the city

of Cleveland which will be unanimously respected by all citizens .
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HEALTH

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

Infant mortality and premature births among Negroes are about

50 percent greater than among whites . For example , five central

areas, where 80 percent or more of the population is Negrɔ, accounted

for 29 percent of Cleveland births, but 60 percent of maternal

deaths ; 44 percent of infant deaths , 48 percent of stillbirths; and

38 percent of premature births .

There is a shortage of neighborhood -based family health care

programs . While well babies are seen in seven city-operated public

health centers , only one has a sick - baby clinic and it is operated

by the County Metropolitan General Hospital . Therefore , sick

babies are referred for diagnosis and treatment to out -patient

clinics in the four teaching hospitals or to the one sick - baby

clinic .
This means that the doctor who sees the well baby does

not supervise the care of the same baby when sick .

Negroes on general relief and public assistance and the medically

indigent find it difficult to obtain adequate health care .
Most

of these people live on the East Side of Cleveland . Out -patient

care in hospitals for this portion of the population is paid for

by the County Welfare Department only when it is given at Metro

politan General Hospital which is on the West Side of the city .

Such care is also available at the three East Side teaching hospi

tals , but the county almost never reimburses these hospitals for

the care .
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Prenatal care and delivery are free to welfare recipients at

Metropolitan General Hospital on the West Side . Seventy - two

percent of the mothers delivered there lived east of 55th Street .

Thirty - seven percent of all Negro births occurred in Metropolitan

General Hospital . Nineteen percent of all mothers reporting there

for delivery had had no prenatal care . Because police ambulances

take emergency cases to the nearest hospital, East Side mothers

who had gone to Metropolitan General for prenatal care probably

were delivered in East Side hospitals which did not have their

medical records .

Under a 1919 statute still in effect ,Ohio has limited its financial

subsidies for public health to $ 2,000 per year to each locality,

regardless of size .
In some other States , the State Government

contributes as much as half of a city's public health budget .

Appointment scheduling at clinics imposes unnecessary hardships

on the families served . Mothers may have to make repeated visits

because children cannot always be seen on the same day . Clinic

visits also require absence from school or work because there are

no after school , evening, or Saturday appointments.

In the Inner City clinics , a patient's sense of dignity and self

esteem is violated by the manner and location in which he is

interviewed by clerical and professional staff .

The Cleveland Division of Public Health per capita expenditures

ranked 13th among 21 U.S. cities with populations of over 500,000 .

GPO 829-377-4
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The Cleveland Division of Public Health has no systematic program

for eve uating community health needs and the manner in which the

city's health services are meeting these needs .

The Cleveland Division of Public Health is understaffed . There

are many unfilled positions . Salaries are low in contrast with

those of some other city employees and with public health employees

elsewhere . För example , Registered Nurses are paid a starting

salary of $ 4,518 as compared with $ 5,100 at Metropolitan General

Hospital ,

No Negro nurses in the Division of Public Health are assigned to

predominantly white areas .

Division of Public Health nursa caseloads are high, especially in

predominantly Negro areas . In November 1965, seven of the eight

nursing staff vacancies were in areas 80 percent or more Negro .

Now the East 35th Street Health Center, serving the entire Central

Area, has two nurses and a supervisor out of an authorized roster of 10

nurses .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

Reorganize health services to the poor with emphasis on a network

of neighborhood -based public health centers easily accessible to

those needing these services . The centers should offer a full

range of health services , including family planning . They should

provide better coordination of care in order to prevent fragmentation .

For example , well - baby and sick -baby staffs should maintain a system

of communication about shared patients . A new clinic appointment
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system should be established to : eliminate long waiting periods,

eliminate the necessity of several visits by one family to

different clinics on different days , and to schedule after-school ,

evening, and Saturday appointments .

The Academy of Medicine should commit itself to the provision of

adequate health services to all citizens of the community ,
and

assist the Cleveland Division of Public Health in developing

services for low - income families .

The Cleveland Division of Public Health should improve its man

power program , including training , assignment, salary scales ,
and

recruiting , in order to build and retain a top - quality comprehen

sive health services staff .
There should also be integration of

Negro staff in all areas of the city .

Cleveland should apply immediately for funds available from the

Federal Gavernment and other sources for comprehensive health care

programs for children .

We commend the Cleveland Council for Economic Opportunity for the

submission of a proposal to develop neighborhood health services to

the Office of Economic Opportunity for funding . We urge early and

favorable action on this application .

The Department of Health , Education , and Welfare should ascertain

whether or not Cleveland hospitals and nursing homes receiving

Hill - Burton and other Federal funds are in compliance with Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 . The Veterans Administration should

participate in the nursing homes phase of the investigation .
The ahio
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Civil Rights Commission should initiate these investigations and

publicize the findings .

State officials and the Cuyahoga County delegation to the General

Assembly should take action to repeal the 1919 Ohio Law limiting

subsidies for public health to localities and to increase State

contributions for public health to local communities .

The Academy of Medicine and the Cleveland Chapter of the National

Medical Association should study the Ohio program recently approved

by the Department of Health, Education , and Welfare which imple

ments Title XIX of Medicare on a bare minimum basis , to ascertain

whether or not it is adequate in its provisions of health services

for low - income families .
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WELFARE

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

The extremely low level of Aid to Dependent Children was identified

by all who testified , recipients and public officials alike , as

the most serious deficiency in public welfare in Ohio and in

Cuyahoga County , In January 1966 more than 68,000 persoas received

aid in all federally assisted public assistance programs .
At that

time 43,000 persons received aid under the ADC Program ,

Currently , cash payments to families with dependent children stand

at 70 percent of the minimum requirements for health and decency

established by the State . These minimum requirements are based on

1959 prices , and the cash payments were slightly increased in 1966 .

As of February 1966 Ohio ranks 25th among the States in average

payments to individual recipients of Aid to Dependent Children ,

despite Ohio's rank as 13th in per capita income .

The assistance payments in the programs serving adults only (Aid

for Aged , Aid for the blind, and Aid for the Disabled ) , while pegged

at almost 100 percent of minimum requirements , are also low because

they , too , are based on 1959 prices .

Soap and cleaning supplies may not be purchased with food stamps ,

which welfare recipients are entitled to buy . 3ut there is

relatively little money left for these needed items .

Helfare recipients wait hours in long lines to purchase food stamps

since there are only two stamp distribution centers in the county

and most recipients get their checks the same day of the month .
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Most ADC recipients are not welcome in banks for the purpose of

cashing their government checks . As a result , they cash checks

at local grocers , which tends to " lock " them in with respect to

purchases .

There is no economic incentive for a welfare recipient to under

take full or part - time work . Earnings from work are subtracted

from the monthly welfare check even when earnings and welfare

assistance together add up to less than the 100 percent minimum

requirements for health and decency established by the State .

Ileedy children of an employed father whose earnings are below

the current standard of assistance are ineligible for supplementary

aid .

The Federal Government contributes a maximum of only $22 on a

$32 average monthly payment to recipients of Aid to Dependent

Children .
By contrast in the adult categories (Aid for Aged , Aid

to Blind, and Aid to Disabled ) the Federal contribution can go as

high as $50 on a $ 75 payment .

Civic participation of the adults in public welfare families is

very slight .

RECOITEIDATIONS FOR ACTION

Ohio should increase Aid to Dependent Children to 100 percent of

minimum requirements for health and decency based on up - to - date

price levels .
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The Department of Health , Education , and Welfare should :

# Propose increases in the Federal matching ADC payments and

ask Congress to appropriate the necessary funds .

# Accept the Ohio Law amended in 1965 which would offer welfare

recipients the incentive of keeping their earnings from full or

part - time work without proportionate loss of benefits .

# Eliminate the present five categories of assistance and adopt

a single category of need which includes general assistance as

well as the federally aided categories .

#
Include Cleveland in the group of cities which the Department

will check in coming weeks for compliance with nondiscrimination

in employment by those agencies receiving Federal funds .

The County and State governments should :

Increase the number of food stamp distribution centers .

#
Provide checks to recipients twice a month rather than on

the present monthly basis .

The Businessmen's Interracial Committee should persuade banks in

Cleveland to cash government checks for persons on public assist

ance and make available to county welfare officers space in their

Inner City branches for distributing food stamps .

Social workers in the Cuyahoga County Welfare Department and other

agencies should help recipients find opportunities for social and

civic participation .

We support the city of Cleveland's plan to offer assistance on

family planning in one health center on a voluntary and nondis

criminatory basis , and urge a speedy expansion of the servir

other centers .
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A11 public and private welfare agencies should immediately review

the employment and utilization of staff , including , among other

things , the hiring , distribution within agencies , and upgrading of

staff on all levels , so as to assure operations on a nondiscrimina

tory basis .
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MUNICIPAL SERVICES

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

Cleveland is one of the most heavily rodent- infested large

urban communities in the Nation , according to the United

States Public Health Service .

The city of Cleveland has no comprehensive community program

for rat control . Only a hallsdozen employees are assigned

to this task . No money is budgeted to provide householders

with rat poison .

Rat harborages and feeding places are aburcart in the central

areas , as depicted in clides shown at the Commission hearing .

Spordic drives by sir et c'ibs and neighoorhoco Groups

toward cleaaup and education of householders in refuse hand

ling and rat control are inadequate in the face of the problem's

dimensions .

Weekly garbage piccups and monthly rishish collections are

inadequate , particularly in hien- density multi - elling areas .

In comparison , New York City collects garbage and rubbish

daily , New Haven collects twice weekly .

Cleveland uses old - fashioned garbage cans which are not rat

proof , resulting in unsightly and unsanitary collections of

many cars cutside apartment buildings . Other cities have

adopteu conteoporowy sturdy large- size rat proof refuse bins.

Business establishments in the Central City are not meeting

GPO 929-377-3
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code standards for cleanup and refuse handling .

Investigations of sanitary code violations are limited to

responding to complaints . Prosecution of violators has

proved ineffective because of long delays and fines too small

to deter repeated violations .

Inadequate city services contribute to the decline of the

neighborhood and of the residents ' desire to continue to

live there and maintain it ,

Street cleaning in Cleveland is scheduled once a month but

often delayed ; in New York City, it is done every other day .

Street lights in the central areas are farther apart and of

lesser intensity than accepted standards; promised improve

ments in urban renewal areas are behind schedule . No - parking

regulations are not enforced so lanes are not kept open for

fire trucks . Provisions for outdoor play space and in

door recreation centers have not kept pace with the increase

in child population in overcrowded central areas .
Outdoor

areas are not supervised in winter and only during afternoons

and evenings in summer ; older boys are able to take over the

areas , leaving younger children to play in the street .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The Cleveland Division of Public Health in consultation

with V.S , Public Health Service should develop a

comprehensive plan for rodent control for the whole city and pro
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vide adequate materials , staff, and budget to make it effec

tive .

The Cleveland Division of Public Health , supported by civic

and neighborhood organizations , should conduct a citywide

sanitation and rodent control drive involving clean - up and

poisoning, with necessary supplies provided to low - income

householders by the city government .

The city of Cleveland should institute a minimum of twice

weekly garbage and twice-monthly rubbish pickups in heavily

populated neighborhoods.

The Cleveland Division of Health should prepare neighborhood

sanitation projects utilizing Neighborhood Youth Corps and

Title V Work Trainees, and request anti- poverty funds for

them .

The Cleveland City Council should pass an ordinance requiring

multiple dwellings to use incineration or moderm commercial

style, rodent -proof containers for garbage and refuse .
It

should also provide funds for city purchases of equipment

to handle such containers .

The current sanitation code and code enforcement procedures

should be studied to assess their practicality in terms of

up - to -date conditions and to recommend correction of their

inadequacies .

The city of Cleveland should require landlords to show a

regular plan of extermination in order to secure a housing

license .
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As a first step toward a comprehensive improvement of

neighborhood services , the Mayor should sponsor a neighbor

hood by - neighborhood self - study of recreational and municipal

service needs . The city should supply staff and other

resources needed for these studies .

The city of Cleveland should institute a weekly street clean

ing program in the heavily populated areas and strictly en

force the ordinances requiring property owners to clean side

walks .

The city of Cleveland should place litter baskets on all

street corners and in other areas of potential litter accum

ulation in heavily populated areas .

The city of Cleveland should create a Litter Prevention Corps

to enforce the litter ordinance in high - litter areas , issue

warnings, and follow these, when necessary , with tickets to

merchants and businesses .
It should apply for anti - poverty

funds to staff the Corps with Neighborhood Youth Corps or

Title V Work Trainees under professional supervision .

The city of Cleveland should construct and operate " tot lots"

or "vest pocket parks" on Operation Demolition sites , using

Neighborhood Youth Corps and Title V Trainees in addition

to neighborhood volunteers who should include youth from

the block .

The Board of Education should open elementary school facilities

( gyms and multiple purpose rooms ) for after - school neighbor

hood recreation programs sponsored jointly by the Board of Ed

ucation , the Recreation Departament, and private group work agencies .
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